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About This Content

Demonstrate your efficiency in Battle in this Challenge Mode as you race to bring down an exclusive Legion of Sauron’s Forces.
Earn high scores for your speed in defeating your foes and build your Legend on the Leaderboards.
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Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Monolith Productions, Inc., Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
WB Games, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
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Minimum:

OS: 64-bit: Vista SP2, Win 7 SP1, Win 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.67 GHz | AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 | AMD Radeon HD 5850

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space
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Its a good game a bit rough on the guns but it looks good. "It takes time to make a good game" -Steven Hawking. Well ill give it
some time I guess have a good day. It is entertaining. You can get killed pretty cheaply but you can tell that you simply were in
the right moment at the wrong place, like when you jump and a red spikes ball fall over you sending you to hell.

At first glance looks like a port of a mobile game, but the gameplay requires good mobility that you would not get with touch
controllers on a mobile device. Super Mario vibes. Recommended and even more with the current discount.. Nice experience
that I would recommend. Would be a bonus if the room was some how tailored to you place space.. Not worth it.. this game is
no good all you can do is go in one direction i hate. 1. gets to room 50 think nothing bads gonna happen till at least 100
2. almost \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 self from ectoplasm dude duruing 50-100
3. quits at 100. The Kawasaki M8 EMU adds both a new spin on the NEC: NY-NH route, as well showing American
Railroading in a far more European fashion.

Pros:
-This is the only American EMU in the game so far, as opposed to the USA, for the most part, being long distance express
hauls. In comparison to the default Amtrak services, the M8 has a much more "European" style, with more accelerated speed
ups and braking, and far more stops along the route. This is really fun to do in an American environment, and I am very pleased
to see a TRUE commuter service like this one integrated so well.
-The locomotive is detailed wonderfully. The in-cab controls and signalling look fantastic, the passenger view is superb, and the
locomotive itself is beautiful.
-The train really opens up the rest of the NEC: NY-NH route. Along with being able to realistically stop at MUCH more stations
along the New Rochelle-New Haven mainline, it is now possible to drive the train from GCT-Pelham, deep inside the big apple
itself. This extension takes the route in a whole new direction, really going through the heart of the city, rather than just around
it. The New Canaan branch is a really good example of a suburban branchline, that truly does need to be explored as well.

Cons:
-I know this isn't really what people want to hear, but its difficult to really give a con for this. I wouldn't say anything is really
inadequate.

This is actually a really fantastic bit of DLC. Now that the lag bugs have been sorted out, I'd say this is truly a MUST if you own
the NEC: NY-NH. Its quite a lot of fun to drive, and it opens up the route in ways that having only the ACS-64 could never
dream of accomplishing.. Fun and challenging platformer. Looking forward to seeing the future development.. Annoying
platformer that starts well & then has a pillar platforming section on pillars hardly large enough to stand on, that takes a lot more
time to complete than the platformer in level 3 of the original Turok.... I only made it a few levels into Dreamlord..... Vastly
superior to the Legend of Dead Kel DLC, if you like this game then definitely get this.
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This is a great little game. It is relatively quick to run through but is full of humour and interesting choices to make. It is fun to
play and well written. :). An Interesting little game where you must be a leader of an African country, chock full of all the same
problems in the region AIDS, Rebel Groups, Famine. Will you be the great uniter, or an evil warlord interested only in what
goes into your own pocket? To select production simply double click on the region. http:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/agrippamaxentius

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=J9q9GMIGzog. Fun wuld be alot better if you could turn of the HUD.. At $7.99 this game
is a bit steep, better suited at $5 as a "round" of gameplay is only about ten minutes. There's not much to it, you ride in the sleigh
on a track through the city. While you fly you pass chimneys and it counts how many presents you manage to throw in.
However, Santa Simulator received the thumbs up for me because it will instantly get you into the Christmas spirit. It felt great
to fly in the sleigh and see the reindeer leading the way. If you're a Christmas fanatic this is worth having in your library for
Christmas kicks. My only true complaint is invisible hands but it did not affect gameplay for me.. pukka little puzzle game... bit
short but still worth it. My favourite of all the DLC's so far.
. First time I closed the game since I bought it 11.1 hrs ago.
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